FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

“NUTV” offers new online look and options to the NU community

Northwestern University Information Technology (NUIT) is changing the NUTV Web portal and view tool to better reflect service options available to the on-campus community.

Effective March 25, NUTV will have a new online look, and will include two “tiers” of NUTV service - Basic and Expanded. “Expanded NUTV”, made available to students through our partnership with Student Affairs, offers the same programming currently available to undergraduate students living on campus. Regular users of NUTV will notice that the channel line up has been better organized to reflect the difference between channels that students chose and pay for versus the “Basic” channels that are described below. Residence hall students looking to watch NUTV can go to the NUTV Web page (http://www.northwestern.edu/nutv) and click “Watch Expanded NUTV” to access the full list of available channels. The student channel lineup is determined by an annual student survey conducted by Student Affairs.

"Basic NUTV" channels are determined by the University and are provided for the purpose of supporting the academic mission of Northwestern. This service includes two CSPAN channels, NUCH 1 (NU Channel 1), and a newly added French language channel. Basic NUTV will be available on switched connections across the campus network.

For further information, please visit the NUTV Web site at http://www.northwestern.edu/nutv or e-mail nutv@northwestern.edu.